NC Pilot Region Structure

Work MGT

Kevin Fraley

Planners

Schedulers

Lead Manager
Jim Vibbart
(interim)

Admin Support
Sharon Overbee

Asset Supervisor
Doug Good
Subregion 3

Asset Supervisor
Joel Foos
Subregion 1

Asset Supervisor
Eric Boeving
Subregion 2

Construction Services
(NC Improvements)

Plant Engineering
O&M Support

Staff Composition

Will include the following crafts:

• HVAC – Chillers, Mechanical AC and Temp Control
• Electricians
• Plumbers
• Steamfitters
• Elevator Mechanic
• Millwright
• Carpenter
• Roofer
• Fire Protection Shop Staff
• Sheetmetal Worker or DDC Staff

30-31 Maintenance Trades and Mechanics

Total Mechanics and Trades - 31